Iraq, Kuwait and the Gulf

This is a map of the politically volatile area of the Middle East. It extends from the
Iraq/Turkish border in the north to the United Arab Emirates in the south and from the
Mediterranean Sea and Israel in the west to Oman and the Strait of Hormuz in the east, and
covers all of Iraq, Kuwait and The Gulf, Syria, Lebanon and Israel. It is a physical map of the
region showing roads, railways, cities and towns, rivers lakes and deserts. Layer colouring
shows the highland and lowland.
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By annexing Kuwait, Iraq gained control of 20 percent of the world's oil reserves and, for the
first time, a substantial coastline on the Persian Gulf. The same day. Iraq resumed paying
Kuwait compensation on Friday for the destruction of Kuwaiti oil fields and facilities during
the Gulf War, the. Kuwait - The Persian Gulf War and its aftermath: Although Iraq advanced
several arguments in support of its actions, the basic reasons behind the invasion of. Persian
Gulf War, also called Gulf War, (â€“91), international conflict that was triggered by Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait on August 2, Iraq's leader, Saddam. Last Wednesday, the first Kuwaiti
prime minister to travel to Iraq since touched down in Baghdad on an official visit, carrying
two decades. The situation inside Kuwait is indescribable. Iraq has isolated Kuwait from the
civilized world; the million people of Kuwait are in desperate need of food and . After the
Arab League of States established the Kuwait-Iraq border two miles north of the southern tip
of the oilfield, Kuwait erected oil rigs on its. Two days of American and allied ground assaults
have thwarted Iraq's basic military strategy for holding onto Kuwait, military experts say. In
August Iraq invaded the Gulf state of Kuwait, setting off a chain of events that led to a war
with the West. Look back at the key moments.
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